
Concerning Periwigs 
 
SIR,  
 
In compliance with your desire, I now send you my Thoughts  concerning Periwigs. I cannot see 
sufficient Reason to condemn them Universally. GOD does allow Man by Art to supply the defects 
of Nature. Hair artificially prepared may supply as fully and innocently, the want of Hair, as any 
other matter artificially prepared.  
 
But yet I judge that there is abundance of Sin, in this Country, in wearing Periwigs. Particularly, in 
these two things;  
 
First, When Men do wear them needlessly, in compliance with the Fashion. Their own Hair is 
sufficient for all those Ends that GOD has given Hair for. One Man’s Hair is comelier than 
another’s. And so it is with their Faces and Bodies. Some cut off their Own because of the Colour; it 
is Red or Grey; Some, because it is Straight; Some, because it is Frizel d; and some only because it is 
their Own.  
 
Secondly. When those that may have just occasion to wear them, doe wear them in such a Ruffianly 
way, as it would be utterly unlawfull to wear their own Hair in. Some of them are of an unreasonable 
Length; and generally, they are extravagant as to their Bushyness.  
 
We have no certain way to pass a Judgment upon this Practice, but by comparing it with such 
general Moral Rules as we are bound to Observe. It renders it somewhat Suspicious, that the 
Practice did at first take its rise from very Corrupt Men; and that it was long before it did obtain 
among those that were godly. But if it disagree with Moral Rules it is altogether to be Condemned.  
 
The Practice seems, to me, to have these four Evils in it:  
 
1. It is an Uncontentedness with that Provision that GOD has made for Men. GOD has generally 
given Men such Hair as is comely ; and a sufficiency of it. And when it is so Men have cause to be 
well satisfyed. When GOD has given to Men such Hair as is suitable to answer the Ends of Hair It 
seems to be a Despising of the Goodness of GOD to cut it off, in compliance with a Vain  
Fashion. If GOD lay Affliction upon them, they may use lawfull Methods, to moderate the 
Affliction: But these Men, tho GOD be Bountifull to them, are not Contented to be at His Finding.  
 

2. It is Wastefullness. Abundance of Money is needlessly spent in maintaining this Practice. Some of 
the Men that use it, have need enough of the Money other ways; and lay themselves under 
Temptation by this Extravagancy; either to oppress Men in their Dealings or to be more Pinching in 
other Cases, than they  ought to be. And those Men that have more plentiful Estates,  
have no Liberty to use them according to their own Pleasure. That Money that may be laid out to 
Advantage, should not be spent Unprofitably.  
 
3. It is Pride: they do it to make a great Shew, It is from an Affection of Swaggering ; it is an 
Affecting of Finery that there is no just occasion for. They count it Brave to be in the Fashion; crave 
the honour of being counted as Gallant as others. It is too much Flaunting.  
 



4. It is contrary to Gravity. There is a Masculine Gravity that should appear in the Countenances of 
Men, discovering a Solemnity of Spirit. But this Practice is Light and Effeminate. Tho it make a 
Shew yet it takes much away from the Presence of Men. Such Curiosity discovers much Vanity in 
the Mind; and makes others to esteem the more lightly of them and not to shew that Respect to 
them. This Practice makes them look, as if they were more dispos’d to Court a Maid, than to bear 
upon their Hearts the weighty Concernments of God’s Kingdom.  
 
But I am fearful that the Stream runs so strong this way that no Endeavours will work a Publick 
Reformation, until GOD does give Men another Spirit, or lay them under other Dispensations. Yet 
it may not be without good Effect on some particular Persons, if a Testimony be borne against the 
Practice-, if not to Reduce any, yet to Prevent some that were in danger.  
 
Thus Sir, I have endeavoured to give some Satisfaction to your Desires; which I hope you will take 
in good part, from your Servant.  
 
 
 
[Solomon Stoddard, 1701, quoted from The Puritans: A Sourcebook of Their Writings (e.d Perry Miller and Thomas H. 
Johnson; New York: Harper & Row, 1963), 456-457.] 
 
 

 

 

   

 

 


